
2in1 magnetic cable USB to USB-C/Micro-B USB Vention CQXHF 1 Ref: 6922794759022
2in1 magnetic cable USB to USB-C/Micro-B USB Vention CQXHF 1m (Grey)

Magnetic 2-in-1 USB to USB-C/Micro-B USB Cable Vention CQXHF 1m (gray)
Looking for a convenient and durable cable that you can easily charge your gear with? The Vention magnetic cable will  be perfect for
you! It will provide you with maximum comfort of use, and what's more, it was made of the highest quality materials, so it will serve you
for a long time. What's more, two interchangeable endings will  make it possible to use it  with many different devices and nothing will
limit you anymore! 
 
Comfort of use
The magnetic 2-in-1 cable was created with comfort in mind, so its length reaches up to 1m. It is equipped with two ends - USB-C and
micro,  so  you  can  use  it  with  many  different  devices.  The  magnetic  connection  is  very  strong  -  you  don't  have  to  worry  about
interruptions  or  interference.  In  addition,  you  can  easily  leave  the  interchangeable  tips  in  your  phone,  which  will  prevent  them  from
getting lost. What's more, the cable allows you to freely rotate 360° and bend horizontally by 180°, so it will be even more comfortable
when playing games on your phone. With Vention, nothing will limit you! 
 
Fast charging and data transfer
What sets the Vention cable apart is its fast charging with a maximum current of 3 A, so your devices can be ready to use again in no
time! This makes, for example, that the battery of your Xiaomi equipment with a capacity of 3000 mA can be fully charged in just 120
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minutes!  What's  more,  with  its  7  pins,  it  also  enables  data  transfer  at  480  Mbps.  Forget  about  the  long  wait  for  your  documents  to
transfer from one device to another! In addition, it is made of the highest quality materials, which ensures its durability and strength. 
 
	Producer 
	Vention 
	Model 
	CQXHF
	Color 
	Gray 
	Interface
	USB to USB-C/Micro-B USB
	Data transfer 
	480 Mbps 
	Current 
	3 A max. 
	Length
	1 m

Price:

€ 6.00
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